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The UK, and England in paticular, is churning out tal-
ent at an extraordinary rate these days. It’s remarkable 
for a country with very little in the way of elevation 
that so much success has already been captured by the 
likes of Peaty, Gee, Dan, Beaumont, etc, but the host 
of talent waiting in the wings suggests that we are only 
seeing the tip of the iceberg. Bryceland, Hart, Kerr and 
company form the tip of the spear of this new regime, 
and some lesser known names such as Jack Reading are 
raising eyebrows on the domestic and international race 
scene. Charles Robertson sat down with Jack to gain 
some perspective on a name poised to enter the vernac-
ular of race fans worldwide.
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Name/age/where from/years riding? 

Jack Reading ,21 ,Huddersfield, Yorkshire!, riding DH 4 
years, XC lots longer .

Who do you ride for and how did that come about?   

Ellsworth Handcrafted Bicycles. I rode one of their xc 
bikes back in 06 and it was awesome so when I started 
riding downhill I got one of their DH rigs, the Dare. Af-
ter a good season in Whistler in 2008 and a winning start 
to 2009 they offered me a contract to back my racing.   

What model are you riding (sounds a bit kinky that) and 
how does it handle?   

For racing I’m on the Dare, which is the 9” travel DH 
rig. For the past two seasons I’ve been riding the smaller 
frame and this year I’ve gone for the large. It already 
feels a lot better! I don’t know how I was riding the old 
one. For XC training I have a Moment which is the 6” 
travel trail bike and it’s mega fun. It’s one of those bikes 
that will do everything and when you drop the seat it 
turns into a mini version of your DH rig. I bloody love 
it! I also have a Rogue which I raced throughout 2007 
and now use for Freeride. It also gets a run out at DH 
tracks when my Dad ventures out of the van.   

What’s the best thing about riding/racing in the UK? 

The weather. Sounds mad but I love turning up at a race 
and having no clue what the sky is planning on doing 
from one moment to the next. Makes things all the more 
interesting when it comes to racing! The UK is great 
for that, especially Scotland! The amount and quality 
of tracks we have here is also totally sick! Innerleithen, 
Fort William, Llangollen, Hamsterley… all have some 
great stuff, Dunkeld, the list goes on. I know you haven’t 
asked but I don’t care, the worst thing about racing in 
the UK is definitely Scottish midges! I hate those little 
bastards!!! Glencoe on a damp day� FML that sucks!   

Why are there so many good riders coming out of the 
UK and England in particular? 

Well we’re all just pinners aren’t we! Everyone wants 
to win, and to win on wheels in the discipline that is 
downhill racing you’ve got to be wild and lose as f**k. 
I guess that’s how us Brits like it! And of course we ride 
in the wet, A LOT, and on loads of really hard tracks in 
the UK throughout the race season. Also there are so 
many young riders coming through at such a high stan-
dard that it keeps everyone on their toes. I certainly felt 
pressured this season when youth riders such as Louis 
Buchanan and Mark Scott were only a second or so be-
hind me in qualifying runs when I’d been on it!   

Your best result(s) so far? 

Winning the Canada Cup at the end of last season has to 
be the highlight of my racing so far. I got 30 UCI points 
for that so on top of the 11 I already had its World Cups 
for me in 2010! I got 3rd in elite at the final UK National 
Series round in 2009 at Rheola which was sick. And this 
summer coming 9th at Crankworx was a good one, it’s 
always awesome to get a great result in front of lots of 
mates. And not to mention beating pros. I had a wicked 
2009 so I’m really excited for 2010, racing on a bigger 
stage! 

What type of track do you excel on? 

I get my best results on tracks with a bit of everything 
: steep sections, technical sections, flat out bits, hard 
pedalling, big fast jumps, roots and gnar etc. I love rid-
ing my bike and don’t feel particularly limited at one 
track when comparing it to another. And I’m a fit guy 
thanks to lots of training so pedalling doesn’t worry me. 
My favourite race track in the UK has to be one of the 
Innerleithen tracks, that place is downhill heaven in the 
UK. It just needs a chair lift,  hmmm I wonder if that’ll 
ever actually happen?!   

Flats or clips and why? 

I’ve been a clipped man up until a few months ago, 
stemming back from my xc days. However I’ve come 
to the realisation that being able to ride both clips and 
flats well is the way for me. Tracks like Llangollen and 
Glencoe, those steep, high consequence, big balls tracks 
where there’s no pedalling and lots of just going mental 
type riding you’ll see me running flats in 2010. I’ve been 
doing a lot of practice with them and feel much more 
comfortable on the real steep gnarly shit with the flats on 
because I’m not worrying about my feet coming out of 
the pedals and having to clip back in! Any track where 
there’s pedalling such as Fort William, Rheola, Hopton 
etc I’ll ride clipped in. Best of both Worlds I think is the 
way forward. I mean think about it, the current world 
champ is clipped, the current World Cup champ is on 
flats. Say no more! 

What are your goals for 2010? 

2010 is going to be a big learning curve for me. It’s 
my first World Cup season and while doing a full time, 
full-on university degree it’s not going to be easy to train 
lots and even get to the races. But I’m a competitive guy 
and am certainly not happy unless I’m winning so I’ll be 
pushing as hard as I can from the off this season. I want 
to be as consistent as I was in 2009 in the UK, and get 
myself somewhere in the top 40 at World Cups which I youth in revolt
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think is a realistic ambition. 

Whose riding style do you admire/try to emulate and 
why?  

I admire a lot of people at the top. Sam Hill is just 
phenomenal. I mean the guy is more pinned than any-
one else, fact. I’ve always looked up to Peaty as bit of a 
legend, who hasn’t! But when it comes to riding I don’t 
try to emulate any one. I’ve got my own style so I just 
get on the bike and let the shit hit the fan.   

Favorite place ever ridden and why?   

Whistler. I’ve spent 2 summers there now and it’s just 
amazing. The bike park is wicked for lapping it out with 
mates or doing some hard training. The weather is usu-
ally awesome. The secret trails are the best riding I’ve 
ever done. Trails like Trespasser, Yo Moma and Ride 
Don’t Slide are so good words can’t describe. The loam 
and roost you get when it’s dry is un-real and when it’s 
wet the roots come out and they become the hardest 
techest tracks ever. And the atmosphere in the village is 
one of the best. 

Dream place to ride and why? 

Utah, the XC, All mountain and freeride all look incred-
ible. In more of a racing perspective a major ambition 
is to race the World Champs! I’ll be pushing to make it 
to that level for the rest of my racing career. And in the 
near future I’m super excited to race Champery and Val 
Di Sole this season at the World Cups!  

What does downhill need to make it hit the big time? 

Somehow to become watched and liked by everyone. It’s 
the fans that make a sport wealthy. Look at football (soc-
cer) A ridiculous amount of money is involved in that 
sport and for what?� Watching a bunch of fannies chase 
a bag of air!  

Dream track layout? 

A stupid-fast start with big jumps or lose rocky ground, 
into really steep stuff with chutes and nasty turns, into 
rough gnarly, rooty, wooded stuff with rocks and dif-
ferent lines everywhere, some big drop involved some-
where, like a 20 footer with the run out into a big berm.- 
my imagination is going nuts now -  then an off-camber 
ridge but following the gradient so you’re keeping your 
speed but there’s rocks and roots and shit everywhere, 
then a fast but pedally section with jumps and flowing 
corners etc etc. Basically a really long track with every-
thing you can possibly think of but no uphill! 

Pit girls with umbrellas...your thoughts? 

 Legendary idea! But not at the start because it would 
be very distracting! They should also give massages 
and wear very little clothing, weather providing or not! 
And of course be very attractive. They are my thoughts, 
Charles! Make it happen, and I want a personal one 
please ;-) 


